Abstract -Recent advances in microscopy imaging and genomics have created an explosion of patient data in the pathology domain. Whole-slide images (WSIs) of tissues can now capture disease processes as they unfold in high resolution, recording the visual cues that have been the basis of pathologic diagnosis for over a century. Each WSI contains billions of pixels and up to a million or more microanatomic objects whose appearances hold important prognostic information. Computational image analysis enables the mining of massive WSI datasets to extract quantitative morphologic features describing the visual qualities of patient tissues. When combined with genomic and clinical variables, this quantitative information provides scientists and clinicians with insights into disease biology and patient outcomes. To facilitate interaction with this rich resource, we have developed a web-based machine-learning framework that enables users to rapidly build classifiers using an intuitive active learning process that minimizes data labeling effort. In this paper we describe the architecture and design of this system, and demonstrate its effectiveness through quantification of glioma brain tumors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pathology is a medical subspecialty that practices the diagnosis of disease. It is an area of medicine that is rich with data from comprehensive molecular characterizations of tissues obtained by genomic and sequencing analysis, to high-resolution images of tissues obtained through various forms of microscopy imaging or histology. Pathologists use these data resources in various scenarios to render diagnosis, and often to assess prognosis and stratify patients into risk groups associated with expected outcomes. Microscopic evaluation of tissues is a time-honored practice in pathology, dating back more than a century [1] . The visual properties of tissues carry important information on diseaserelated processes like the formation of blood vessels, or immune system response. In cancers, the shapes and types of cells present carry important diagnostic and prognostic information that are used to classify the tumor and assess how advanced a patient s disease is. Manual evaluation of tissue histology by trained professionals is highly subjective, being prone to both considerable intra-observer and inter-observer variations [2] . The development of more objective quantitative metrics for evaluating pathology images remains a significant barrier in effectively using this resource in research and clinical care.
Recent advances in microscopy imaging now enable the digitization of massive volumes of histology data. Slide scanning microscopes can produce whole slide images (WSIs) that capture the entire histological detail of a tissue specimen in a single high-magnification image pyramid. These images contain billions of pixels each, with image dimensions in the tens-of-thousands of pixels. A single WSI can be digitized in around 2.5 minutes, and a single slidescanning device can easily produce a terabyte of image data in a single day. These devices are increasingly being adopted in both clinical and research settings, resulting in an explosion of histology image data.
The creation of vast collections of WSIs creates an opportunity to extract information from this content using image analysis algorithms. By segmenting the microanatomy in these images and representing each discrete object with a set of quantitative features, these algorithms can produce objective and repeatable descriptions of the visual properties of patient tissues. When combined with genomic and clinical data, these representations can be used to improve accuracy of diagnosis and prognosis, and to reveal new insights into disease biology. Public repositories such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) provide archives of WSIs, genomic and clinical data for more than 10,000 human subjects, spanning more than 20 selected types of cancers. Each WSI can contain hundreds of thousands to more than one million cells resulting in hundreds of millions of cells for just a single cancer type.
The visualization, management and analysis of this data bring new challenges for human-computer interaction, big data management and machine-learning. For example, one of the most common applications is to apply learning algorithms to develop classification rules for phenotypes of interest, with the goal of quantifying the abundance of a specific type of cell for each patient in a cohort. Building systems that provide analysis capabilities to end-users (pathologists and biologically-oriented researchers) remains a significant barrier the utilization of quantitative histologic features.
In this paper we present a software system developed to facilitate the application of machine-learning algorithms to classify histologic entities in datasets containing hundreds of millions of discrete objects. This system is browserbased, requiring only an Internet browser to access, and enables the visualization and interaction with image analysis features. The backbone of this system is a machine learning framework that enables users to rapidly build phenotype classifiers from massive datasets through an intuitive process called active learning that improves classifier performance while reducing data labeling efforts. This system makes the following contributions:
1. Scalable browser-based visualization algorithmderived annotations for WSIs with a million or more discrete objects. 2. An active learning strategy for intelligent sampling of samples to reduce training effort and batch effects. 3. Heatmap-based visualization of classifier metrics as feedback of classifier accuracy and to guide labeling efforts.
In the sections that follow we discuss the design and architecture of this system and demonstrate its utility using data from TCGA to quantify angiogenesis in glioma brain tumors in an analysis of over 100 million cells.
A. Related Work
A number of related works have addressed problems related to the analysis and management of data in the digital pathology domain. A data model and spatial database for scalable management of pathology image data was presented in [3] . Several comprehensive reviews of image analysis of WSIs are available [1, 4, 5] .
Integrated systems for the visualization, management and analysis of digital pathology data are not common. The FARSIGHT toolkit is a comprehensive software platform for managing and analyzing microscopy images [6, 7] . It provides extensive functionality for the segmentation and classification of microscopy image data, including some active learning capabilities, but is intended for traditional microscopy modalities with limited fields and does not scale to support WSI images. The Bio-Image Semantic Query User Environment (BisQue) is a cloud-based system for the management, visualization and analysis of bioimages. It provides support for whole-slide image formats through OpenSlide and its database can scale to large numbers of annotations, but does not provide fluid visualization when the number of objects/annotations scales to millions per image [8] . The Open Microscopy Environment (OME) is a solution for the storage and analysis of large-scale microscopy data, but has traditionally focused on images generated by traditional microscopy with limited fields of view, with limited WSI functionality added only recently [9] . None of these systems provides the functionality needed for scalable interactive learning on large WSI datasets.
Perhaps the most common analysis task in histology datasets is the classification of cells and other microanatomic entities [10, 11] . Information about disease processes and patient prognosis are often encoded in the types of cells present in a sample and how their shapes vary. The traditional approach to developing machine learning classifiers in any application is through the passive learning [12] . In passive learning, a domain expert first creates a training set of labeled examples containing both positive and negative examples for the phenotype of interest, and the features and labels of this training set are used to develop a classification rule. The trained classifier is then applied to a test set of examples independent of the training set to estimate the generalization error on the problem domain and predict how it will perform on future unseen data. In passive learning, training is a one-time event with no interaction or feedback between the classifier and domain expert.
One issue with passive learning approaches in big datasets is selection bias [13] . With an abundance of data, the domain expert will tend to select "text book" training examples that unambiguously represent each class, and can avoid ambiguous examples entirely. This leaves large swaths of the feature space unexplored and does not adequately constrain the classifier, potentially increasing generalization error. Active learning, which involves the strategic selection of training data by an objective algorithm, has been shown to overcome this problem in general machine-learning problems [14] [15] [16] . In the active learning paradigm, a sampling strategy is used to select training examples for the expert to label, using a criterion that predicts which examples are most likely to improve classifier performance. This process is iterative, with the expert labeling a small set of objectively selected examples in each round. The classifier is updated with each new round of feedback and then all samples are re-evaluated for their potential to improve the newly updated classifier. Active learning has been shown to achieve a much better generalization performance with fewer labeled examples required [14] [15] [16] .
Active learning has not been widely employed in biomedical imaging applications due to the complex software infrastructure needed to facilitate visualization and interaction with possibly terabytes of image data, and to collect and manage user feedback. CARTA is an active learning framework aimed at bioimage classification. The main focus of this framework is the ease of interactive annotation [17] . It makes use of self-organizing maps to cluster similar images together for display. Based on the distance from a labeled image, other images can be automatically labeled thereby reducing the amount of effort needed. In [18] , the focus is on improving classification accuracy by using a class balanced active learning strategy. This work involves WSIs but is focused on classification of fields of view with a focus on balancing performance for under-represented target classes. A system for scoring highcontent screening image datasets was presented in [19] where the user is queried to correct classific without active learning metrics used to pr classifier performance or to minimize labeli
The infrastructure needed to effectively machine-learning algorithms on large WSI d largely overlooked outside of the commerc active learning and other interactive appro and complexity of WSI data requires attention be paid to a variety of consider user interface, data management and hi computing. This motivated us to develop a system that could enable end users to e machine-learning classifiers from large WS active learning.
II. A WEB-BASED SYSTEM FOR INT CLASSIFICATION OF WHOLE-SLIDE PA
We have created a web-based system fo classification on pathology WSI datasets. four major components: 1. The learning ser classifier, selects new samples to be labeled generates heat maps. 2. The image serverslide image pyramids that allow the user t through the whole slide images. 3. Databas centroids and boundaries of all the segmen application -User interface to the syste architecture is presented in Figure 1 . In review the design and implementation o components and their role in creating a f active learning system.
The interactive nature of our system imp responsiveness -while a hard real-time required, delays measured in more than sev Figure 1 . A web-based system for interactive clas datasets. All components are coordinated by a bro interface and web application. A WSI image serve content to the interface to facilitate visualization database enhances visualization by serving the bou analysis objects for overlay onto WSI content. The server implements the active learning sampling stra scalable and timely classification.
cation errors, but redict impact on ing effort. y train and apply datasets has been cial domain. For oaches, the scale that significant rations including igh performance a comprehensive effectively build SI datasets using TERACTIVE ATHOLOGY DATA or active learning
The system has rver -updates the d by the user and -Provides whole to zoom and pan se -Contains the nted cells 4. Web em. The system this section we of each of these functioning WSI plies an expected response is not veral seconds will diminish the user experience. As w in the system as a whole, there wer concern: 1. Scalable visualization o annotations and 2. Implementing strategy when possibly hundreds-of available.
A. Image Analysis Features and Se
Our system accepts as input a se of the vendor formats supported b and a collection of image analysi features in simple text and HD5 f and features are application specifi by any number of algorithms dep goals. An example of the data w shown in Figure 2 and described in we segmented cell nuclei and c descriptive features describing individual cell.
B. Scalable Visualization
Building object classifiers requi to visualize and interact with raw W annotated by image analysis. A sing 108,000 by 86,000 pixels at maxim contain a million or more discr Display of this type of content approach as used in Google satellit able to pan and zoom seamlessly an pyramidal representations of each sl over 10GB of raw pixel data. In add each WSI contains up to a million o we strove to avoid delays re two areas of particular f whole-slide images and a responsive sampling f-millions of samples are egmentation Boundaries et of WSI images, in any by the OpenSlide library, s object boundaries and formats. The boundaries fic, and can be generated pending on the analysis we used in this study is n detail in [20] . In short, calculated a set of 48 the nucleus of each ires that the user be able WSI data and the objects gle WSI can contain over mum magnification, and rete object annotations.
requires a multi scale te maps users must be nd without delay through lide that can contain well dition to the WSI content, or more objects that must be applied to delineate and I images. Each WSI contains more discrete objects. Here, ain tumor tissue are depicted. rizes each cell nucleus with a hape, size and texture.
be rendered seamlessly. These annotations the user about the boundaries and location their colors can be used to encode dynamic object class or membership in the trainin changes as the classifier is updated as th labels for training examples. It is possib thousands of annotations are to be displaye maintaining the ability to pan smoothly thro For visualization of image data, we u Digital Slide Archive (cancer.digitalslidearc visualization of whole-slide images [21] . T OpenSeadragon, a Javascript based openfor zoomable pyramid viewing, and OpenS support access to pyramids in proprietary W [22] . This provides a basic viewer windo sized on any webpage and that enables us pan through a WSI at any resolution.
The scalable display of 1+ million ann been implemented previously in any publis We achieved this using a vector graphic combined with spatial caching as illustrated dynamic SVG of object boundaries is gener currently displayed in the viewport, a immediately surrounding areas that are n SVG is populated on the fly with (x,y) boun from the database, and color coded to object's class and inclusion in the training d common action in viewing WSIs is a panni caching objects in the adjacent views that a enables smooth rendering of object bound pans. Objects that move outside of this ca deleted, and the objects are also not d magnifications where they are not discernab the system will switch to a heatmap view below to represent the concentration of ob class. Figure 4 shows the slide viewer in var
C. Responsive Selection Strategy for Traini
The interactive nature of active le computational demands on machine learn With the user providing iterative strategy must scan through a large select the next examples for labelin cell nuclei can contain from tens objects that need to be classified sampling strategy at each iteration the choice of classifier and samp responsiveness.
Our system employs uncertaint learning strategy. The idea is that not only a class label, but also a m performing classification by s appear ambiguous to the class uncharted regions of the featur classifier performance. For histolo spectrum ranging from the positiv with those examples lying nea sometimes very difficult or impossib
We implemented uncertainty sa Forest classifier, chosen for their overfitting. The random forest is a tree classifiers that each vote on th this case, classifier uncertainty consistency of votes, with a vote of To calculate the uncertainty score positive class probability from the be centered at 0 and have a rang adjusted the uncertainty score to samples from each slide in the train
where N is the training set size, a examples from image s in the train is made to balance the training se effects by encouraging even represe in the training dataset. For our imp random forest implementation from is highly parallel and that supports m y of annotations with up to a million or more objects per slide. A databa namic SVG is created to render the objects within the current viewport, ovides smooth rendering in the event that the user pans to an adjacent reg namic metadata like the object's class and membership in the training da feedback, the sampling e number of examples to ng. A typical dataset for to hundreds of million d and evaluated by the n, placing constraints on ling strategy to provide ty sampling as an active most classifiers produce measure of certainty when selecting examples that sifier, we can explore re space and improve ogic datasets, there is a ve to the negative class ar the class boundary ble to differentiate. ampling using a Random speed and resistance to a collection of individual he label of the sample. In is measured as the 50/50 being ambiguous. for each sample U i , the votes was normalized to ge of -1 to 1. We then o reflect the number of ing dataset:
and N s is the number of ning set. This adjustment et and to mitigate batch entation from each image lementation, we used the m the OpenCV library that multithreading.
ase holds the (x,y) coordinates as well as objects in regions gion. Object boundaries are ataset.
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III. USER EXPERIENCE AND WOR
The web application provides a primary user to access all the functions of our system user can build a classifier, view WSIs or such as a training set or the results of a applied to a specific WSI or dataset. The the user to zoom and pan through a whole any of the datasets, to display the bound identified by image analysis, and to vie results for these objects. When a learning s the classifier is built from the current tra there is no training set, the user can ch classifier built in a previous session. a c Figure 4 . The browser-based slide viewer used in o user to select a WSI and to pan and zoom to any reg (c) These boundaries are color-coded based on dyn green boun RKFLOW y interface for the m. From here the r download data a classifier being viewport allows slide image from daries of objects ew classification session is active, aining set. When hoose to load a
The user initiates an active learn the dataset to use and naming the negative classes. In this first iterat unlabeled. The first step prompts training set by selecting four examp process that follows progressively b selecting examples for labeling and the user (see Figure 5) . At each i updated, eight new examples are s strategy, and the interface automat these examples to visually review so that they can be added to the tra until the user is satisfied with the a at which point the results can be sa to another dataset. ning session by selecting e classifier, positive and tion the entire dataset is the user to "prime" the ples from each class. The builds the training set by acquiring feedback from iteration the classifier is selected by the sampling tically directs the user to them and provide labels aining set. This continues accuracy of the classifier, aved, exported or applied owser viewport enables the lgorithms can be displayed. e training dataset. Here the To better facilitate browsing of classifi heatmap view is available to visualize updated classifier as a heatmap overlay in t Figure 6 ). As the classifier learns an distribution of object certainty scores U i ten and more towards certainty. To help the u classification results, we rank the WSIs classification uncertainty, placing at the images containing cells that are more misclassified. An uncertainty heatmap and heatmap is generated for each WSI to di distribution of class labels and classifier un WSI. The user can select WSIs from this l heatmaps to rapidly zoom in on regions wh is less confident in its decisions. Mi encountered in this viewing process can also training set separate from the sampling strat 
IV. RESULTS -CLASSIFYING A TUMOR
To evaluate our system, we f endothelial cells in glioma brain t create a thin layer of cells that mak vessels. The development of blood in brain tumors is a signal of dis negative prognostic indicator. A cancer therapies like Avastin aim to mechanism of containing tumor gro We deployed our system on a with dual 12 core 2.5GHz Intel Xeo total), 128 GB of main memory storage and 13TB of raid storage. A with this configuration.
To test scalability of the sampli the elapsed runtime of the sample ranging from 11 million to 100 mi Timings were averaged over 10 to condition. Figure 7 shows the timin selection strategy. The time increa the number of objects in the data maximum delay of 18.2 seconds dataset.
To test the classification accu created an independent test dataset 161 non-endothelial cells. A classi sampling iterations, labeling 169 sa added by fixing (5 were ignored as The ROC curve for this classifier a Figure 8 . The classifier achieves 0.902.
To generate further evidence of classifier, we used the genomic dat the correlations between the abund in each sample, and the expression molecular markers in these samples endothelial cell adhesion molecule endothelial cells. We used the avai sampling strategy will improve the the samples, the s again. data from 21 samples corresponding to slides in our system, and correlated PECAM-1 expression in these samples with the proportion of endothelial cells in each WSI. The correlation between a patient s PECAM-1 and endothelial cell abundance in these samples was 0.61 (see Figure 9) .
A. Conclusion and Future Work
Whole-slide imaging combined with image analysis provides a quantitative means to gain insights into the disease processes that unfold in tissues at the microscopic scale. While many gains have been made recently in developing scanning hardware and image analysis algorithms, the infrastructure needed to enable clinicians and researchers to extract meaningful information from this rich data resource has been relatively under-developed.
This paper demonstrates a system that enables end-users to efficiently build accurate classifiers of microanatomy in whole-slide pathology image datasets that contain many millions of examples. We show that given a suitable infrastructure that addresses user interface, data management and machine learning considerations, it is possible to train an accurate classifier with reasonable user effort. Employing active learning to guide classifier development was effective in creating an accurate classifier with a very small number of training examples. Accuracy was validated with both hand a hand labeled dataset, and by independent means using genomic data associated with the tissue images.
Further scaling of the active learning framework requires additional hardware resources and better algorithmic approaches. For the 48 threads available on the test system, a dataset of 100 million samples takes an average of 18 seconds per iteration. While this is not unreasonable for end users, times of 1 minute or more may limit the utility of such a system in practice. The development of sampling strategies that can effectively identify labeling candidates without exhaustively scanning the unlabeled examples is desirable. Such a strategy could leverage the statistics and modality of the dataset via pre-clustering to avoid exhaustive evaluation. In our future research we plan to investigate these ideas, and extend the implementation of this system to address multiclass classification problems. 
